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Subtitle Renamer will automatically match the name of the subtitle to the name of the corresponding
videos, making things far easier. Basic functionality in a rudimentary interface that might lack

advanced features The simple layout of the app’s interface makes things easy when it comes to
renaming subtitles. All users need to do to match the names of the subtitles to the ones of the video

files is to indicate the video directory. Provided that the subtitle files are located in the same
directory as the video files, the application will automatically and quickly perform the renaming,

leaving users with bright, matched, video-subtitle file names, ready for playback. Smooth and fast
automatic renaming for subtitle files with some limitations During our tests, we experienced fast and
unhindered operation when using the application, its renaming process being carried out adequately.
The supported subtitle and video types are quite sufficient and can meet the demands of most users.

One major limitation of the app is its inability to rename several subtitles at the same time, for
corresponding matching video files. However, considering its lightweight characteristics and the fact
that such a task would require considerably more time, we couldn’t be happier with the way the app

currently operates. A capable application which considerably speeds up subtitle name matching
Renaming subtitle files to match videos for playback on various devices can be cumbersome and
time-consuming, often rendering the whole multimedia experience void of enthusiasm. Subtitle
Renamer ensures a smooth, automatic subtitle renaming, for avoiding such issues.{ "scenario":

"[Sourcemap]/[Mapfiles]/[Filefixtures]/deep-nested-class-and-function.json", "name": "Deeply nested
class and function", "path": "source.raml", "ramlVersion": "RAML10", "highlighted": true, "source":

null, "overview": [ "json", "source" ], "displayName": "Deeply nested class and function",
"incidentDate": "2020-09-08", "previousHash": "5xe228b8e1ce0c55723a0

Subtitle Renamer Crack +

* Renames subtitles that match the format of videos you may have in your library * Renames
subtitles to match the names of video files * Supports matching subtitle and video files in the same
directory * Fast and simple operation * Includes English and French languages * Approximate 140
subtitle files supported * Approximate 300 supported video files * Matches 480p, 720p, 1080p, 4K

videos * No subtitles file naming issues * Adjustable subtitles file font, size and alignment * Supports
Portable Player media players * No file size restrictions on the video files you want to rename
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Subtitle Renamer Description: * Renames subtitles that match the format of videos you may have in
your library * Renames subtitles to match the names of video files * Supports matching subtitle and

video files in the same directory * Fast and simple operation * Includes English and French languages
* Approximate 140 subtitle files supported * Approximate 300 supported video files * Matches 480p,

720p, 1080p, 4K videos * No subtitles file naming issues * Adjustable subtitles file font, size and
alignment * Supports Portable Player media players * No file size restrictions on the video files you
want to rename Subtitle Renamer Description: * Renames subtitles that match the format of videos

you may have in your library * Renames subtitles to match the names of video files * Supports
matching subtitle and video files in the same directory * Fast and simple operation * Includes English
and French languages * Approximate 140 subtitle files supported * Approximate 300 supported video
files * Matches 480p, 720p, 1080p, 4K videos * No subtitles file naming issues * Adjustable subtitles

file font, size and alignment * Supports Portable Player media players * No file size restrictions on the
video files you want to rename Subtitle Renamer Description: * Renames subtitles that match the

format of videos you may have in your library * Renames subtitles to match the names of video files
* Supports matching subtitle and video files in the same directory * Fast and simple operation *

Includes English and French languages * Approximate 140 subtitle files supported * Approximate 300
supported video files * Matches 480p, 720p, 1080p, 4K videos * No subtitles file naming issues *

Adjustable subtitles file font, size and alignment * b7e8fdf5c8
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Subtitle Renamer

- Copies or creates backup files from Subtitle File(s) - Encrypted access to your Subtitle File(s) via
password - Supports many languages (English, French, German, etc...) - Multiple files supported -
Allows you to Set many parameters (such as match time) to automatic match subtitles and videos.
--- Open source, free, no threats, viruses or fees. --- No video editing required. Just select the media
files and the desired subtitle. --- Use any subtitle and video files (Local or you can upload them) ---
Select your subtitle language by choosing a category or convert all your subtitles to one language. ---
GUI is in English --- No need to rename the Subtitle file --- Subtitle can be any text, subtitle, movie,
video, play --- User just need to choose the video files and the subtitles to make them match --- Many
languages are supported: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,
Danish, Swedish, Czech, Hebrew, Hungarian, Finnish, Estonian, Slovak, Slovenian, Catalan, Croatian,
Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Macedonian, Serbian, Turkish, Kazakh, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Korean,
Portuguese, Czech, German, Danish, Slovak, Slovenian, Catalan, Croatian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian,
Macedonian, Serbian, Turkish, Kazakh, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Czech,
German, Danish, Slovak, Slovenian, Catalan, Croatian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Macedonian, Serbian,
Turkish, Kazakh, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Czech, German, Danish,
Slovak, Slovenian, Catalan, Croatian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Macedonian, Serbian, Turkish, Kazakh,
Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Czech, German, Danish, Slovak, Slovenian,
Catalan, Croatian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Macedonian, Serbian, Turkish, Kazakh, Chinese, Vietnamese,
Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Czech, German, Danish, Slovak, Slovenian, Catalan, Croatian,
Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Macedonian, Serbian, Turkish, Kazakh, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Korean,
Portuguese, Czech, German, Danish, Slovak, Slovenian, Catalan, Croatian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian,
Macedonian, Serbian, Turkish, Kazakh, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Czech,
German, Danish, Slovak, Slovenian, Catalan, Croatian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Macedonian,

What's New In?

Subtitle Renamer will automatically match the name of the subtitle to the name of the corresponding
videos, making things far easier. Basic functionality in a rudimentary interface that might lack
advanced features The simple layout of the app’s interface makes things easy when it comes to
renaming subtitles. All users need to do to match the names of the subtitles to the ones of the video
files is to indicate the video directory. Provided that the subtitle files are located in the same
directory as the video files, the application will automatically and quickly perform the renaming,
leaving users with bright, matched, video-subtitle file names, ready for playback. Smooth and fast
automatic renaming for subtitle files with some limitations During our tests, we experienced fast and
unhindered operation when using the application, its renaming process being carried out adequately.
The supported subtitle and video types are quite sufficient and can meet the demands of most users.
One major limitation of the app is its inability to rename several subtitles at the same time, for
corresponding matching video files. However, considering its lightweight characteristics and the fact
that such a task would require considerably more time, we couldn’t be happier with the way the app
currently operates. 10.0 December 20, 2018 Subtitle Renamer is a simple and easy-to-use subtitle
renaming app. Simply place your subtitles in the same directory as the associated video files for
automatic matching. By reviewing all the content of your SD card, you can delete useless files that
you no longer need or use. The app can help you find these hidden files quickly and easily and
provide a preview of the content before deleting them. Useful and super-easy to use! The interface is
plain and simple, and the purpose of the app is clear - to quickly delete unnecessary files. by C.G.
Verified Purchase subtitle renamer is an application that has great value to an SD card user. With
subtitle renamer you can download a preview of the files on your SD card and delete unwanted and
useless files. It scans your SD card for all the files and previews them, and you can delete files that
you do not need or use. Subtitle Renamer is a simple and easy-to-use subtitle renaming app. Simply
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place your subtitles in the same directory as the associated video files for automatic matching. The
app can help you find these hidden files quickly and easily and provide
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System Requirements For Subtitle Renamer:

Minimum: - Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.2 Ghz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 4200+ (Any model), AMD Athlon
64 X2 5600+, AMD Opteron™ 1.8 Ghz - Memory: 2 GB RAM - Video: 256 MB dedicated video RAM -
DirectX: DirectX 9 - OS: Windows XP - Hard Disk Space: 3 GB of free hard disk space Recommended:
- Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.66 GHz or AMD Athlon 64
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